
**Ballet, all levels** (with exception of combo classes + adults): Black leotard, pink tights, and pink ballet slippers. A black ballet skirt or pair of black dance shorts may be worn over leotard. Short hair needs to be secured off the face and neck. Long hair must be pulled back into a proper ballet bun. No loose or dangling jewelry. If it is cold out and you require a sweater, we will allow a wrap sweater, shrug or something similar in size and nature. No bulky sweatshirts allowed.  
*Note* – if you have leotards that no longer suit our ballet dress code, don’t fret – you can still wear these fun colors to your other dance classes, ie: Jazz, Contemporary, or to rehearsals and special workshops.

**Boys (Ballet)** – Black bottoms, white T-shirt, black or white ballet shoes.

**Combo Classes:** Leotard, ballet tights, and either a ballet skirt, a conservative tutu, or solid colored dance shorts. Pink ballet slippers and black tap shoes are required. If you are concerned about attire, everything we sell here at the studio is considered class appropriate. Hair pulled back and off of the face and neck.

**Jazz and Contemporary:** Solid color jazz pants, capris, or shorts with a leotard or form fitting top with sports bra. Hair pulled back. Any shorts that expose inappropriate body parts will not be tolerated without tights being worn. Absolutely no crop tops without a leotard underneath.

**Musical Theatre:** Appropriate dance attire; No street clothes. Students are welcome to choose from the other dress codes listed above for ballet/combos/jazz. Black jazz shoes required and hair up and secured off of the face and neck.

**Hip Hop:** Comfortable, loose fitting clothing, sneakers, hair pulled away from face. No excessive skin showing.

**Tap:** (Boys) Loose fitting clothing, black tap shoes. (Girls) – appropriate dance attire, loose or form fitting. No excessive skin showing. Hair pulled back and secured off of the face.

If you are an adult (age 18+) participating in our adult program, we just ask that you dress in workout or dance appropriate attire with your hair pulled back. We do not hold you to the same dress code standards as listed above.

We appreciate your compliance with our dress code.